COZY TALES CRAFT: WOW! SAID THE OWL

After watching the book reading of Wow! Said the Owl by Tim Hopgood, have some fun creating the craft below. Share your creations with us on our Facebook page using the hashtag #MeijerGardens.

Click here to follow along on YouTube as we read Wow! Said the Owl.

MATERIALS

- Paper plate
- Scissors
- Pencil
- Markers, crayons, paint, etc.
- Glue stick
- Two cups or other circle-shaped items of two different sizes to create circle shapes (one should be larger than the other, here we used a 3 oz paper cup)
- Optional:
  - Colored paper
  - Stapler

DIRECTIONS

1. Cut out the center of a standard paper plate. This forms the letter “O”.

2. Color the back side of the letter “O” with paint, markers or crayons.

3. Cut out three triangles for the ears and beak. You can use the center of the paper plate or construction paper.
4. Use two different sized cups or other circular shape to trace two larger and two smaller circles from construction paper or cut and color with marker and crayons. Glue the smaller circles to the center of the larger circles to make the eyes.

5. Glue the eyes to the top edge of the paper plate, spacing evenly.

6. Glue the beak so that it hangs down from the upper edge of the “O” on the backside of the paper plate.

7. Glue two of the triangles along the top edge of the paper plate for ears. Space evenly so the ears are on the outside of the eyes.

8. Enjoy your owl!